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VINEXPO:
A VERITABLE
“LAUNCH PAD”
The number of product launches and
announcements at Vinexpo 2017 are indicative
of the importance of the event as a global stage
for the industry.
One can add to this the fact that there are more
than 100 new exhibitors for the 2017 edition
- from all around the world. Examples include
the entire Moët & Hennessey group with their
22 brands coming altogether for the first time to
Vinexpo. At the same time, there are also some
new exciting brands from China as well as new
brands from Japan with sake and sochu. In the
field of spirits, a new brand of vodka is also
being launched here at Vinexpo. Austria will have
a very solid presence this year, with more than
60 wineries exhibiting at the show. And happily,
the region of Beaujolais is back (as they were
not here two years ago), with about 40 wineries
exhibiting at Vinexpo.
One of the keys to Vinexpo’s ongoing success
is the Hosted Buyers Program, an initiative
designed to draw the key actors of e-commerce,
travel retail, and the off- and on-trade. Vinexpo
hosts as many as 200 new international buyers,
requiring they participate in at least four Oneto-Wine meetings each day - a special service
that debuted in Bordeaux in 2015, facilitating
appointments between exhibitors and highly
targeted, motivated buyers.
Wishing you the best of business in what we
hope will be a great Vinexpo 2017 for you!

Vinexpo 2017 Getting Down to Business
Welcome to Vinexpo Bordeaux, THE
show that facilitates deal-making,
this year shining the spotlight on
organic wines and Spanish wines.
Vinexpo 2017, the leading
international exhibition for wine
and spirits professionals, is hosting
around 2,300 exhibitors from wine
regions around the world and
includes a ground-breaking, fourday line-up of conferences, tastings,
seminars and networking events.
Vinexpo has built a reputation as a
catalyst for international business,
with 45,000 trade visitors from 150
countries expected to descend on
Bordeaux over the next week.
The 2017 show is introducing
several new features designed to
further heighten its impact, including:

WOW! (World of Organic
Wines): an exhibition space
dedicated to organic and
biodynamic wines;
A focus on Riesling, including a
pair of tastings dedicated to the
varietal on June 20;
Two new pavilions focusing on
wine growers and niche wines
Spain is under the spotlight as
Vinexpo’s Country of Honour – a
show feature that also debuted
in 2015. The third largest wine
producer worldwide, Spain
dominates the market in organic
wine production. A Taste of Spain
will present 110 of the best Spanish
bodegas, selected by Wine
Spectator, and a number of leading
Spanish Chefs, at a special event
held at Bordeaux’s Palais de la
Bourse.

Also returning by popular demand
in 2017 are The Blend networking
party; Les Terrasses, an expansive
indoor-outdoor exhibition space
showcasing a dozen major wine
and spirits brands.

DESTINATION:
BORDEAUX

A historic city in full revival,
cosmopolitan Bordeaux is full of
attractions for attendees. Chief
among these – and of great interest
to Vinexpo visitors – is La Cité du Vin,
a bold new architectural landmark
that houses an extraordinary cultural
facility devoted to wine and culture.
On permanent exhibit is “Wine
Planets,” a tour showcasing the
wealth of global wine talent and
terroirs, and reflecting products
presented at Vinexpo, one of the
museum’s builder patrons.
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Vinexpo Bordeaux 2017
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Hall 1 / Stand B186
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Hall 3 / Stand R355
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PROGRAMME

Vinexpo Bordeaux 2017

PROGRAMME
SUNDAY 18TH JUNE
CONFERENCES
Restaurant managers and wine-growers, the sommelier
is your indispensable ally
2:00 pm - 3:30 pm / Location: Room 1
Fire & rain: climate change and the wine industry
in partnership with Wine Spectator
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm / Location: Forum
Great wine capitals: international networking to
promote local wine tourism destinations
3:30 pm - 5:00 pm / Location: Room 5

TASTINGS
Spanish white revolution
9:30 am-11:00 am / Location: Room 4
The forgotten patrimonial grape varieties of the
Bordeaux vineyard: towards a prospective enrichment
of Bordeaux wines
10:00 am - 11:30 am / Location: Room 6
The great aromatic complexity of Sauternes
wines and their freshness
10:00 am - 6:30 pm / Location: Room 2
Port and chocolate: a lovely pairing!
An event presented by Douro
and Porto Wine Institute
11:00 am - 12:00
Location: Hall 1, Stand DE67
Concours Mondial de Bruxelles 2017:
50 international winemakers present their
awarded wines
11:00 am - 6:00 pm / Location: Room 3

Taiga Shtof première
A tasting with scenery, from a new vodka brand from
Siberia, along with food pairing.
11:30 am – 12:30 pm
Location: Hall 3, Stand R336 / Media only
Bordeaux, the great classics
An event presented by bettane+desseauve
11:45 am - 12:30 pm
Location: Hall 3, Stand ST338
The preservation and valorisation
of the rare grape varieties of the northern
Mediterranean regions
12:30 am - 2:00 pm
Location: Room 6
Tempranillo - evolution of its facets according to
climates and terroirs of Tempos Vega Sicilia
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Location: Room 7 / By invitation

The great South
An event presented by bettane+desseauve
3:15 pm - 4:00 pm
Location: Hall 3, Stand ST338
Rediscovery of Alpine wine grape varieties
3:30 pm - 5:00 pm / Location: Room 6
Great wines along the Ebro River
3:30 pm - 5:00 pm / Location: Room 4

EVENING EVENTS
Vinexpériences - Beaujolais fine wine tasting
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Location: La Grande Poste,
7 rue du Palais Gallien, Bordeaux. By invitation
or entrance fee: €15

Georgia: Cradle of Wine

1855 Médoc & Sauternes Grands Crus Classés
dinner in honour of the international press

12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Location: Room 5 / By invitation

10h30 pm – 11h30 pm
Location: Château Latour / By invitation

Different climates different Spanish
wines
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Location: Room 4
Piemonte and Friuli, two great
terroirs of northern Italy
An event presented by
bettane+desseauve
2:00 pm - 2:45 pm
Location: Hall 3, Stand ST338

A WORLD OF KNOWLEDGE
Join one of our masterclasses Hall 3,
Stand V325 and experience the
knowledge that can be gained from
WSET.
Sunday 18th June / 12:30–1:00 pm
Assessing quality: White Burgundy
Monday 19th June / 2:30-3:00 pm
Introduction to food and wine pairing

Port and chocolate: a lovely pairing!
An event presented by Douro and
Porto Wine Institute

Tuesday 20th June / 4:00-4:30 pm
A comparative tasting of three
Sauvignon Blancs (Session in French)

2:30 pm - 3:30 pm / Location:
Hall 1, Stand DE67

Wednesday 21st June / 11:00–11:30 am
White Rioja in context

Napa Valley’s French connections

Italian “sparkle” in all its diversity
Bubbles around the 45th parallel
north

11:00 am - 11:30 am
Location: Hall 1, Stand DE177

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Location: Hall 1, Stand DE87

Visit our website
for the full programme
wsetglobal.com
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The Vinexpo
Academy
Tastes to discover and
knowledge to share
The Vinexpo Academy is a four-day line-up of
talks, conferences, masterclasses and tastings –
destined to enrich the lives of all those attending,
no matter what level of sophistication they may
have. The Academy is the exhibition’s platform
of discoveries, featuring wines and spirits from
around the globe.
It’s a great opportunity to explore and enjoy top
Italian wines at Gambero Rosso’s Tre Bicchieri
Top Italian Wines Masterclass, which will be
presented for the first time ever in France. Other
exciting masterclasses include “the Irish spirits
renaissance”, a tasting that highlights a selection
of the country’s latest spirits innovations including
whiskies, gins, and whisky cream liqueurs.
The Academy programme will iinclude tastings
of wines from lesser known vineyards, such as
Serbia. Through a tasting of 18 representative
wines, this under-the-radar wine country will
present its grape varieties and various wine styles.
Another country set to present some very special
treasures is Georgia, with its “Cradle of wine”
tasting and conference highlighting the country’s
8,000 years of winemaking history and Qvevri
winemaking method which has largely inspired
some of current day winemaking trends in Georgia
and beyond.
In addition, wines, as well as sakés and sochu
(two traditional Japanese beverages), will play
an important role in this year’s Vinexpo event
programme, with a thorough presentation of their
6 VINEXPO DAILY / DAY 1 EDITION / SUNDAY 18TH JUNE 2017

production processes and suggestion of pairings
with non-Japanese cuisines. The masterclass will
be hosted by leading representatives of Miyasaka
Brewing Co. Ltd and the Japanese Saké and
Sochu producers’ association.
The famous Spanish bodega, Tempos Vega
Sicilia, will offer a comparative tasting of one of
the country’s main grape varieties, Tempranillo,
grown on different terroirs and under different
climates, of Spain.
Among the very numerous prestigious wine and
spirits tastings at the Vinexpo Academy is the
2016 vintage tasting of Bordeaux’s Union des
Grands Crus.
Besides tastings, the Vinexpo Academy is also a
great place to learn about various other aspects
of the wine and spirits world. For instance, the
international association “Declaration to protect
Wine Place & Origin” will be holding a press
conference covering its work for the protection
of wine origins and against their abuse and
miscommunication to consumers, a topic that is
extremely relevant to wine and spirits producers
and professionals around the globe.
Several award ceremonies such as “Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles 2017”, “les Victoires du
Liège”, and “the Institute of Masters of Wine &
the Drinks Business Lifetime Achievement Award
2017” have also chosen the Vinexpo Academy
for their events.

Advertorial

La Compagnie Rhodanienne
Unveils New Strategy

Villa Conchi Brut
Imperial Reserva
2011 “Best Spanish
Sparkling Wine”

Thomas Giubbi, the Managing Director
of La Compagnie Rhodanienne, will
officially unveil a new development plan
for his winery on Sunday 18th June at
Vinexpo Bordeaux.
Giubbi will also be outlining plans for
development of the company’s identity
and a new communication strategy.
In the past three years, La Compagnie
Rhodanienne has enjoyed excellent
growth, with its annual turnover rising
from €16m to €23m. Located at the very
heart of the Côtes du Rhône winegrowing
area, La Compagnie Rhodanienne has

been working alongside its winegrower
partners for more than 25 years now. At
Vinexpo, the goal will be to emphasise
the company’s role in the protection and
promotion of terroirs amongst the other
main houses in the Rhône Valley.
Visitors can discover the company’s full
development plans and schedule at
5pm on Sunday 18th June.

Hall 1, Stand A151

Spain’s ARAEX Grands
Tops Concours Mondial
de Bruxelles 2017 Prize List
ARAEX Grands, the Spanish fine wines group, won more medals than
any other producer at the recent Concours Mondial de Bruxelles, with
four Grand Gold and 12 Gold medals in a blind tasting of more than
9,000 wines.
Celebrating its 25th anniversary next
year, ARAEX Grands Spanish Fine
Wines is made up of 13 bodegas in
nine distinct Designations of Origin and
encompasses wine enterprises such as
Rolland & Galarreta and Cava Villa
Conchi, chosen as the revelation cava
and “Best Sparkling Wine from Spain”.
Concours chairman Baudouin Havaux
congratulated the Spanish producer
saying, “No international producer
has won more medals at this year’s
event than ARAEX Grands, a fact that
marks a success for Spain and Rioja
Alavesa in particular as an indication of
the extremely high quality of its wines.
Congratulations to Javier and all the
ARAEX Grands bodegas!”

Despite its name, the 24th Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles (CMB) was
actually held this year in Spain, and
brought together 320 journalists, buyers,
winemakers and sommeliers from more
than 51 countries in Valladolid. For
this year’s competition, 9,080 wines
from 50 countries vied for a Concours
Mondial gold medal. Spain, the host
country, submitted 2,002 wines.
According to the International
Organisation of Vine and Wine (OIV),
Spain is “a clear leader in terms of area
under cultivation, with almost a million
hectares”.
It is the world’s leading exporter, with
229 million litres and 22% of the global
market.

GRAND GOLD MEDALS FOR ARAEX
Villa Conchi Brut Imperial Reserva
2011 “Best Sparkling Wine from
Spain”
Amaren Tempranillo Reserva 2009

 astillo Labastida Ermita
C
Santa Lucia 2016
Baigorri Belus 2013

VIÑA VENTISQUERO HOSTS
THREE THEMED TASTINGS
Viña Ventisquero will hold three themed
public tastings at Vinexpo that will be
sure to open a few eyes.
The first, at 11 am and 3.30 pm on
Sunday 18 th June, will see vertical
tastings of Vértice, a Carménère-Syrah
blend from the hillsides of Apalta. The
2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and
2013 vintages will be tasted to assess
the behaviour of each vintage.
Then, on Monday 19th June, at 11 am
and 3.30 pm, different expressions of
Syrah will be revealed through a tasting
of this variety from different areas.

In the final tastings, at 11 am and 3.30
pm on Tuesday 20th June, a selection
of Viña Ventisquero’s best wines will be
tasted in a tour of the winery’s different
terroirs.
The three tastings will be held at the
winery’s stand in Hall 1, A249. Iña
Ventisquero invite those attending
Vinexpo to come along to their stand
and take part in these interesting tastings.

Hall 1, Stand A249

GOLD MEDALS FOR ARAEX
Baigorri Reserva 2009
Baigorri Garnacha 2013
Ángeles de Amaren 2011
Montebuena Crianza 2013
Castillo Labastida Reserva 2011
Rolland & Galarreta Rioja 2012

Lar de Paula Oak Aged 2015
Altos R Pigeage 2014
Condesa Eylo 2016
Rolland & Galarreta Verdejo 2015
Val de Vid Verdejo 2016
Tierras de Cair 2011

Hall 1, Stand CD136
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Riedel Reveals
New Varietal and
Colourful Glasses
@ Vinexpo

A Quarter of a Millennium…
That’s Worth Drinking To!
There are not many wine coops that
can boast of having over 250 years’
history. That, however, is the case for
Bestheim, a cooperative dating from
1765 in Alsace, with an incredible
mosaic of vineyards, making it one of
the true references when it comes to
Crémant d’Alsace.
Indeed, Bestheim currently has more
than 1,400 hectares of vineyards
managed according to the principles
of sustainable agriculture. The wines
are also certified IFS (International
Food Standard). In all, 500 families
of vine growers work the vine hand in
hand with Bestheim’s wine managers
who visit them regularly to follow
their work and advise them when
necessary.
All parcels are geo-localized by GPS
and it is thus possible to know exactly
where the grapes come from. In
order to respect the harvest, the coop

has three pressing rooms which allow
them to press the grapes closer to
the harvesting site, a real qualitative
asset.
Their capacity of reception and
qualitative sorting is immense and this
allows Bestheim each year to vinify a
“style”, a “signature” and to maintain
it over time.

CRÉMANT D’ALSACE BY
BESTHEIM – A BEAUTIFUL
LIGHT YELLOW ROBE

The Brut Premium by Bestheim
presents a superb cordon of bubbles,
forming persistent chimneys. Its fruity,
raspberry and hazelnut nose is
due to 16-months horizontal aging
(as opposed to 12 months for
most others of the appellation). An
excellent balance and remarkable
aftertaste add to the freshness and
smoothness due to this wine’s fine
bubbles.

NEW CELLAR BEARS
FRUIT

In 2014, BESTHEIM built a new
cellar, equipped with the latest
technologies and respectful of the
environment. The cellar is wood
barded to create an air circulation
around the building and reduce
the use of air conditioning. On the
roof are also 55 m2 of solar panels
to reduce energy consumption. The
structure is partly buried to benefit
from the natural coolness of the soil,
and the cellar is lit by natural light
from large side windows.

The Austrian glassmaker, Riedel, once again the
official partner at Vinexpo, is not only supplying
the 150,000 or so glasses that will be used at
the show, but is also presenting several new and
original ranges.
Wine producers are invited to the “Riedel Bar” and
new creations will be unveiled on the Riedel stand
where, through a comparative tasting in a range of
different Riedel glasses, they will be able to identify
the perfect glassware for their wines or spirits.
Riedel will also be unveiling its latest creations: The
Veritas range, “Fatto a Mano” range, the “M”
Collection, and new “Happy O” wine tumblers.
The Veritas range consists of the finest machine-made
glassware (the closest thing to hand blown glassware
in terms of quality), and will be complemented by a
new, dedicated Sauvignon Blanc glass,
The new “Fatto a Mano” range, with its original,
colourful design, is an example of true craftsmanship
that combines machine blown technology with
traditional glassmaking techniques. Hand-made at
Riedel’s headquarters in Austria, this new stemware
collection bears the typical attributes of a Riedel
product: varietal specific, thin blown, unadorned,
and standing tall on slender stems.
The colourful range of Happy O wine tumblers is
joined by four new pastel shades.
Hall 1, Stand BC246

“Fatto a Mano” range

It is the combination of all these
elements and efforts that have
enabled Bestheim to become a
sustainable company with one of the
industry’s smallest carbon footprints.
Hall 1, Stand BC112

Marie Brizard Wine & Spirits group is attending the 19th edition of Vinexpo Bordeaux.
Welcome to our booth to live abold and savory experience Hall 1 - BD287
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Lionel Osmin
& Imanol
Harinordoquy

Panoramica Villa al Cortile

Les Passeurs de Vins

The Same Old Thing?
You Won’t Find That Here!
Lionel Osmin & Cie leverages Vinexpo Bordeaux to spotlight wines
from lesser known regions
Lionel Osmin & Cie was formed in 2010, marketing wines exclusively from
France’s southwest, and has sales already running at 1.5 million bottles
last year in 25 countries. This year, Lionel Osmin is presenting a new activity at Vinexpo: wine imports. We asked him to tell us more…
With Imanol Harinordoquy, we created
“Les Passeurs de Vin” because when I
created Lionel Osmin & Cie, I already had
12 years’ experience as an ambassador
for the wines of the southwest, spending
most of my time travelling the world. And
this enabled me to taste wines from many
countries. I was able to discover, over
this time, the diversity and richness of all
the appellations from around the world.
When you have the chance to taste wines
from New Zealand, South Africa, Chile,
Argentina, Spain, Austria, Germany, Italy,
Portugal, and so on over time, it allowed
me to forge two things: confidence in
our indigenous grape varieties in the
southwest, but also I became aware that
one can find excellent wines everywhere,
and that in France, the consumers were
not really aware of this.
So now we also have great pleasure in
bringing foreign wines to France and to
facilitating the understanding of foreign
wines to French consumers, who are
increasingly curious and open, and it’s
great to enable them to discover foreign

wines that they would not have known
otherwise. We are presenting wines that
people are not too familiar with, whether
it be with the wines of France’s southwest
or wines of the world. Another factor
influencing this decision to import wines
was the fact that my grandfather was
Spanish. During the civil war, he, like many
others, escaped across the Pyrenees, and
came to live in this part of France. Thus
through family ties, I was always attracted
to Spanish wines, and had the conviction
they would find their rightful place on
the French consumer market. I spoke
about this already in 2010 to Imanol
Harinordoquy (eds: a French International
Rugby Union player), who was a wine
fan as well. At that time, he was still
pursuing his career – but he told me that
he would like to eventually join in on an
adventure like that, firstly because he likes
wine, and secondly, because his family
had a long background doing business
in Spain, primarily in the field of livestock
trading. In 2014, I finally found some
time to work on the project, after several
intense years after the debuts of Lionel

Osmin & Cie. I contacted Imanol and he
said, “Let’s do it!” We work as a team:
me working on quality selection and him
more in an ambassadorial role. In 2014,
he was still playing for Biarritz, then two
years in Toulouse to end his rugby career,
and due to this, the time he could devote
to the business was limited. We put the
business together in 2014, but we really
started operating in 2015, the first months
being dedicated to selecting and stocking
wines. In 2015 we thus started uniquely
with a selection of Spanish wines, and
now, two years later, we have opened the
range to German, Italian and Argentinian
wines. We are working with around
20 producers in total, and I have been
very pleasantly surprised by the reaction
of French buyers, whether they be wine
store or restaurant operators, they seem
to really have a strong will to allow their
customers to discover something a little
more exotic. So, for these people, we
have become somewhat of a one-stopshop as a preferred supplier. We have
around 100 references now, and they
are also able to bundle these wines with
our wines from the South West.

WE ARE
PRESENTING
WINES IN ALL
CASES THAT
PEOPLE ARE NOT
TOO FAMILIAR
WITH, WHETHER
IT BE WITH
THE WINES
OF FRANCE’S
SOUTHWEST OR
WINES OF THE
WORLD

Hall 1, Stand E324
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WOW!

AUTHENTIC WINES
AND FASCINATING
ENCOUNTERS

WORLD OF ORGANIC WINES

For the first time, Vinexpo Bordeaux will offer an area entirely
dedicated to organic and biodynamic wines. This new entity named
WOW! (World of Organic Wines) will particularly appeal to
professionals searching for crafted wines.
WOW! is articulated around tasting tables where producers present their organic
or biodynamic wines, and share their values and passion. In addition to the
encounters with the winemakers, 2 conferences on the organic topic complete the
programme. The restaurant situated in the WOW! area of course proposes 100%
organic food.
Organic wines have always been a big part of Vinexpo, be it on the exhibition
stands, in the tastings of the Vinexpo Academy or at the tasting of the Vignerons
bios d’Aquitaine, yet the creation of WOW! caters for a real need. Numerous
importers, sommeliers and wine shop owners are looking for a clearly identified
offer of organic wines to satisfy the increasing demand for these types of products.

Keeping the Baboons
at Bay

Hall 3, Stand W340
Techniques of organic farming vary
widely from continent to continent,
and at Waverly Hills in South
Africa, one of the key activities is
that of regularly blowing vuvuzelas
(trumpets) to keep the baboons from
raiding the vineyards.
Other techniques utilised on the
farm include covering rows between
vineyards with shade-cloth to prevent
weed germination.

Australia’s Largest Organic Winery
Exhibiting at Vinexpo
Since first becoming certified just over a
decade ago, Angove Family Winemakers
has fully embraced the organic ethos and are
now the largest organic winery in Australia
with nearly 200 ha of fully certified family
vineyard and ongoing relationships with a
number of certified growers.
Achieving organic certification is a rigorous
process, and it takes three years for a vineyard
to become fully certified. The 14ha historic
Warboys Vineyard in McLaren Vale has been
managed organically and biodynamically
from date of purchase in 2008 and is now
fully certified. Angove use specially designed

“under-vine mowers”, built and modified by
their own engineering department for weed
control (weed control is one of the hardest
parts of farming organically).
“Organic viticulture is viewed as the best way
to improve soil quality and optimise water
use, which creates stronger, healthier vines
and better fruit. It is more expensive but we
believe it makes better tasting wines and,
importantly, is better for the environment,”
says Tony Ingle, Angove Chief Winemaker.
Hall 3, Stand W209

Situated in the winegrowing region
of Tulbagh in South Africa, Waverley
Hills established its first vines in
2000 and has since been singled
out for both exemplary farming
practices and exceptional wine. It
was the first organic wine producer
to achieve the Biodiversity and Wine
Initiative’s Champion status while a
string of awards include its flagship
Shiraz, Mourvedre and Viognier
(SMV) being the only red blend
to win Platinum at Michelangelo
International Wine & Spirit Awards
in 2014, also winning the Organic
Trophy; and, a year later its Shiraz
being named SA Champion at the
SA Young Wine Awards.
The wine – to which 50% less
sulphur is added compared to
conventional wines - is made in a
200-ton cellar that employs natural
gravitation for the gentlest ushering
of grapes to wine. It produces a
Cabernet Sauvignon without the

addition of any sulphur, which is
certified as a “No Added Sulphite”
wine. “Reducing our reliance on
mechanical pumps makes our wines
softer and less tannic, because fewer
grape seeds are crushed in the
process,” winemaker Johan Delport
says.
The Waverley Hills portfolio
comprises the Estate and Reserve
ranges. The former has traditionally
included the property’s Cabernet
Sauvignon/Shiraz blend; No Added
Sulphite Cabernet Sauvignon;
Shiraz; and, Sauvignon Blanc/
Semillon blend.
The Reserve range, in turn, has
developed an enthusiastic following
among wine-lovers and connoisseurs.
A string of awards combined with
greater investment in the vineyard
and cellar is driving a consistency
of excellence. In addition to the
popular Grenache and SMV (Shiraz
Mourverdre and Viognier) blend,
the range includes the Waverley
Hills Reserve Shiraz, Méthode Cap
Classique and, VSC (Viognier,
Semillon/Chardonnay) blend. It will
also see a wooded Chardonnay
added towards the end of this year.

Hall 3, Stand W455
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TRADE TALK

Tracking
the Trends

PRESS CORNER

The Spanish viewpoint – from Vila Viniteca
Vila Viniteca is one of the most renowned Spanish wine distributors in the
restaurant and retail trade and claims to be among the most prestigious wine
merchants in Europe. The company was founded in 1932 and now is in its
third generation as a family-run business. We asked company owner Quim
Vila to tell us a little more about his business.
Vila Viniteca sells to public and trade,
as well as being a distributor, importer
and exporter. Furthermore, it participates
in numerous wine making projects with
legendary Spanish winemakers. With more
than 8,000 references in its portfolio, Vila
Viniteca exclusively represents more than
200 cellars around the world, including
premier brands at international levels.
Our wine club has been running for over
20 years. It offers members a monthly
selection of exclusive and limited edition
wines. We are continuously developing
the club to offer exclusive experiences to
its members.
What do you sees as being the most important sales trends in your territory?
White wines with character and sparkling
wines are growing. When it comes to
red wines, the foresee is for new varieties
and regions and for a fresher and more
delicate profile.

Quim Vila
Owner, Vila Viniteca

What are you primarily looking for at
Vinexpo Bordeaux?
To meet the winemakers whose wines we
distribute, as well as our customers, to talk
about business opportunities, and discover
novelties and new trends.
This year’s partner country is Spain.
What are your thoughts on Spanish
wines, and what other regions are you
finding the most interesting?
Spanish wines are the new ‘ElDorado’
among the classic wine producer countries.
No other country has so many hectares of
old vineyards, with such a wide variety
of microclimates, exceptional indigenous
vines and wine styles.
What are your secrets for getting the
best out for a busy show like Vinexpo?
The secret is to have a well-planned
agenda prepared in advance to focus on
which would be interesting.

Peter Moser
Editor-in-Chief
of Falstaff Magazine

WINES & CULINARY
LIFESTYLE
Falstaff editor-in-chief seeks out the
“rare pearls” at Vinexpo
Peter Moser - editor-in-chief of Falstaff Magazine, is a
descendant of a famous Austrian wine dynasty (Lenz Moser),
and born in the excellent vintage of 1961. Since 1997 he
has been the editor-in-chief of Falstaff magazine, one of the
leading wine and gourmet magazines published in Austria,
Germany and Switzerland. We asked him to tell us a little
more about his publication.
Falstaff-Magazine is published in
all German speaking countries.
While wine from all over the
world is a main theme, we regard
Falstaff as the magazine for
culinary lifestyle.
What are you primarily looking
for at Vinexpo?
Vinexpo is an optimal venue for
meeting people from all over the
word, who gather here for these
days, so it helps to keep contacts
and build new ones. Aside from
my regular meetings, I am looking
out for new products and regions.
There is a lot to discover!
Which regions / varieties/ wine
styles do you feel are gaining
most in popularity in the region
served by your publication?
Wine enthusiasts are looking for
little gems from classic regions
such as the Jura in France. The
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trend to organic wines is ongoing,
and another strong trend is natural
and orange wines which attract a
younger generation of consumers.
The wines of Eastern Europe are
getting better and better, and
people start to learn about the
wines from that region.
What are you most looking
forward to at the show?
I hope to find some excellent stories
to be told to my readers in the near
future. At the last Vinexpo I had the
opportunity to discover Georgia
as an upcoming wine region.
What are your thoughts about
the official magazine, Vinexpo
Daily?
Vinexpo Daily is an inspiring
source for news from the world
wine market and helps me a lot
while planning my dates and
tastings during the Vinexpo.

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

State of Play
Vinexpo’s new president Christophe Navarre gives his view
of the industry – and his outlook for the future

As the recently appointed
P r e s i d e n t o f V i n e x p o ’s
Supervisory Board, Christophe
Navarre is very aware of the
challenges the international wine
trade would see tackled and
addressed at this year’s show.
We asked him what he sees as
being the main trends in global
wine markets today – both in
terms of local consumption and
export.
Although European markets are
continuing to decline, due to changes
in consumption habits, the market is
generally higher than it was 20 years
ago. Growth has been driven by the
Americas and Asia-Pacific, where the
emergence of the middle class and
the interest of Chinese consumers in
wine keeps on growing. However,
the overall consumption has been
relatively flat since 2013, with the
exception of a few categories, such
as sparkling and rosé wines.

evolution in viticulture, winemaking
techniques and marketing in recent
years. Vinexpo will continue to
put countries or regions under the
spotlight, as this is its role within the
industry. This could also include a
French region, as there are plenty of
great wines still to be discovered in
our country.
What do you see as new and interesting product categories this year
in the global market?
Vinexpo has the expertise and the
strength to show a wide range of
wines and spirits with its 2,300
plus exhibitors: We have seen
Champagne, Prosecco, rosé, tequila,
American whiskey or Japanese saké
all stake further claims for market
share in recent years. This year’s
show will highlight organic wines
in a dedicated section, WOW!
encapsulating the ‘World of Organic
Wines’. More than 100 producers
will be joining Vinexpo for this new
initiative. I would also recommend
keeping an eye on China’s emerging

QUALITY, AUTHENTICITY AND
INNOVATION WILL MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE IN THE YEARS TO
COME.
With Spain as Vinexpo’s guest
country, what are your thoughts on
Spanish wines?
As Vinexpo is an international event
and Bordeaux is seen as a worldwide
capital for wines, hosting a guest
country makes a lot of sense. Spain
will have the opportunity to highlight
the diversity of its production and the
great improvements it has achieved
over the last few years. No other
country has shown such a dramatic

NingXia region – with 20 producers
at the show - and on the Beaujolais
region which makes an interesting
return to Vinexpo with an exciting
new concept.

are eager to know more about the
wines and spirits they consume,
where they come from and how they
are produced. They seek greater
access to information and a secured
distribution network. This is why
digitalisation presents challenges
and opportunities for our industry.
Another concern is global warming.
This will be one of our key topics at
the show with today’s debate hosted
by Wine Spectator called “Fire and
Rain: Climate Change and the Wine
Industry”.
Where are the best opportunities in
terms of export?
China is expected to see the most
growth in the near future. The category
was impacted by the government’s
decision to curb excessive corporate
spending on gifts and entertainment in
2012. However, since then the focus
has shifted to the growing mid-range
segment and this is where the market
is expected to continue to see the most
volume gains. Apart from China, the
most attractive export markets over
the medium term are likely to be the
US, Canada and Japan.

Christophe
Navarre
President of Vinexpo’s
Supervisory Board

In your position with Vinexpo, what
is your vision for how the event can
grow and develop in the future?
I was elected Vinexpo’s Chairman of
the Supervisory Board two months
ago. This will be my first Vinexpo in
this role and I very much look forward
to welcoming exhibitors and buyers
to the show. The Vinexpo team has
worked very hard to produce an
attractive program and new business
services to make the experience more
efficient. We are on the right track
but there is work to do. Vinexpo is
a great brand and I am glad I can
participate in its development.

What are the greatest challenges for
producers looking to retain or gain
market share in key countries?
Quality, authenticity and innovation
will make the difference in the
years to come. Younger consumers
VINEXPO DAILY / DAY 1 EDITION / MONDAY 18TH JUNE 2017
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

Two Sister Companies
Join Forces at Vinexpo
Bordeaux
The La Martiniquaise-Bardinet stand brings together the “best
of both worlds”
Sporting a brand-new “joint” stand at Vinexpo this year, we asked Sylvia
Bernard - Group International Marketing Director - La Martiniquaise-Bardinet
to tell us the background to the decision to bring the brands together.

Sylvia
Bernard
Group International
Marketing Director,
La Martiniquaise-Bardinet

We are very pleased to welcome our
clients and partners on our brand new La
Martiniquaise-Bardinet stand. The 2 sister
companies have decided to join their
forces to communicate on the strength
of our group featuring in the worldwide
top 10 (source Impact). The stars are
our brands, which are split into 4 main
families: Scotch, rum,
modern spirits and
wines, wine based
Port and brandy.
The visitor can travel
between various
atmospheres: Scotch
expertise, Caribbean
passion
and
heritage, vineyard
landscapes and
futuristic & cosmic
modern
spirits!
The stand aims to
be contemporar y,
inviting and convivial
with a spectacular
bar and a screen
featuring cocktails
and festive moments.

and expertise, along with a complete
offer. It also enables us to create events in
bars and stores with an appealing offer.

You are positioning
the company as
“Leader in festive
moments”. What
does this mean?
On the French
market, we enjoy
a leading position
and aim to go above
the spirits category to embrace all festive
moments and propose a complete offer for
cocktail consumption.
This includes sparkling wines (Perlino)
along with non-alcoholic drinks: cane
sugar (Saint James & Canadou), fruit juices
(Caraibos), syrups (Sirop Sport), alcoholfree aperitif and more recently, sparkling
soft drinks with the distribution in France
of Kidibul. It is very important for us to be
able to offer our clients a global approach

WE AIM TO
GO ABOVE THE
SPIRITS CATEGORY
TO EMBRACE
ALL FESTIVE
MOMENTS
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We’re seeing “new look” editions from
brands like Saint James and Sir Edwards.
What’s new here?
Yes… we have exciting news! Regarding
Scotch, we celebrate this year the
120th anniversary of Glen Moray and
will unveil at Vinexpo the Glen Moray
Prestige Mastery. This release is the
perfect reflection of our Masters Distillers
expertise since 1897. Label 5 will unveil
its revamped premium range with Gold
Heritage, 12 and 18 years old. This more
assertive and qualitative design will be a
key asset to fuel the brand development
especially in Asia, Middle-East and South
America. We will have the honour to
welcome Master Distiller Graham Coull
on our stand for special events and master
classes. And last but not least, Sir Edward’s
will celebrate the very promising start of its
Smoky expression.

We are also very active on the rums.
Negrita has strong ambitions with its newly
launched Anejo and Saint James will
delight rum connoisseurs with its old rums
collection, and especially three wonderful

references coming with a special gift box:
Cuvée 1765, XO and Vintage 2001. To
conclude by a hot topic, Saint James just
held – a few days ago – the 2nd edition of
the Bartenders Society. We are very proud
of this competition which has managed in
only two years to gather an international
top panel and to be organised within
seven countries.
In terms of promotion, your team has
developed an interesting concept with
Poliakov. What is this, and how does it
“set you apart”?
Poliakov has created a great buzz with
its virtual reality experience: Poliakov Ice
Quest, with over 1-million views already
reached on YouTube and Facebook.
Poliakov Vodka recreated its unique
freezing and futuristic universe through an
immersive VR videogame using a brandnew technology, the HTC Vive headset.
All year ‘round, the Ice Quest Experience
will be rolled out worldwide with virtual
reality activations in clubs and bars as
well as partnerships with festivals and
dedicated visibility in stores.
How are you are working on global
branding?
Along with our new La MartiniquaiseBardinet stand, we are unveiling our
new group corporate identity. This new
logo will enable the La MartiniquaiseBardinet group to develop a more efficient
and powerful corporate communication.
It will be a key asset to further build the
reputation of our group worldwide.

Advertorial
Villa al Cortile

Telling the Story
of a Birthplace
Villa al Cortile Brunello by Piccini:
one grape, one territory
Mario Piccini Jr represents the
fourth generation of Italy’s
Piccini’s winemakers, after
Angiolo Piccini founded Piccini
Wine Company in Italy in
1882. We asked him to tell
us more about his now highly
reputed Villa al Cortile.
As they say, in order to make things
become reality, you have to dream
about them at first. And I am a
big dreamer! Villa al Cortile is the
dream I have been pursuing since I
was young.
I am always looking to relive that
strong and profound emotion of my
first realisation that wine is a living
thing. I guess all that I do is guided
by this irrational desire to share the
joy of tasting a glass of wine.
I believe in wines that tell the story
of their birthplace. Sangiovese
and Montalcino most certainly
do that. I am humbled and proud
to have a chance to contribute to
the story of this amazing grape,
this amazing territory, this beautiful
wine. In our making of Brunello, we
are following the rules of simplicity,
equilibrium and moderation and
our ambition with every vintage
is to bring forward wines that are
the result of the binomial equation
Sangiovese - Montalcino.

We do not strive for maximum
extraction and “big” flavours; rather
we allow the unique characteristics
of each vintage and vineyard to
shine through, emphasizing of
typical character Sangiovese grape
in the context of its dedicated
territory.
Please tell us a little more about
the territory.
The finest grapes always come from
a climate that allows them to grow
slowly, with a long ripening period.
In these conditions, the grapes can
ripen with elegant complexity and
pristine fruit flavours, but remain
balanced, with a good natural
acidity. This is what Montalcino is
for Sangiovese.
The location of both our Lavacchio
and Montosoli vineyards provides
our wines essential features: the
vineyards on the NE versant have
N – NE exposure, with cooler
medium temperatures which impart
the high acidity, the main element
responsible for classic Brunello
destined for long ageing. The SW
vineyards in Lavacchio are located
at lower altitudes and enjoy long
exposure to sun, influenced by
the warm breezes coming from
the Tuscan coast, which impart
freshness and warmth, fruit driven
character.

The ageing process is extremely
important to you. Why so?
Everything in Montalcino is about the
slow passing of the time. Nothing is
rushed through the cellars. Brunello
and Brunello Riserva undergo an
average oak ageing between 24 to
36 months. The wine from each plot
of vineyard is processed and aged
separately as we want to monitor
the evolution of each separate lot.
Focus on typical character of
sangiovese remains our absolute
objective. Thru the process of aging
we are focused on developing the
complexity of the wines and softening
tannins without overwhelming the
fruit component. For this specific
reason, we choose to use oak
casks of volumes between 20hl
and 50hl. The lengthy barrel aging
results in decreased astringency
and increased colour and stability.
It also evolves the fruit aromas to
more complex one. Through a
program of topping the wine (filling
up the barrel) while it is in the barrel
and racking the wine from barrel
to barrel to clarify it, just enough
oxygen is introduced to the wine to
have these beneficial effects over
a period of many months. Once
bottled, the wine rests in bottles for
the following six months prior to its
introduction to the market.

Mario Piccini,
IV generation of Piccini family.
General Manager, Tenute Piccini

MAJOR AWARDS
IN 2017
After already wining a Decanter international award
in 2011 for Brunello Piccini, this year the house has
received several major prizes:
D ecanter 2017:
Villa al Cortile Brunello di Montalcino
– Platinium medal – Best Brunello di Montalcino
D ecanter 2017:
Piccini Brunello di Montalcino – Gold medal
International Wine Challenge 2017:
Piccini Brunello di Montalcino Reserve
– International Wine Trophy Italy

Hall 1, Stand A91
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SPECIAL FEATURE: ROSÉ

ROSÉ – GLOBAL
CONSUMPTION
ON THE RISE

In 2016, unlike the majority of
wines, the market of still rosé
wines continues its progression.
Over the past 15 years, there
has been a 30% increase in
world production.
Rosé wines represent about 10%
of the market for still wines with
a record global consumption

of 23.4 million hectoliters in
2016.
Rosé’s interest and appeal are
rising regularly thanks of a link
with consumption concepts of
pleasure, freedom, simplicity
and conviviality. Indeed, rosé
is more approachable, and less
“intellectualised” than red wine.

FRANCE - #1 PRODUCER WORLDWIDE
In this segment, France is by
far the world’s largest producer,
with 7.3 million hectoliters - and
31% market share (far ahead of
Spain: 4.5 million).
Until the early 2000s, rosé
wines observed low exportation
because of the fragile balance
of wines during the transport,
but R&D research improved

the capacity for Rosé wines to
travel without quality damage
thanks of better stability control.
Today, 40% of rosé wines are
exported (compared to 25%
in the early 2000s), making
French rosé a key player in the
global wine market today…
and for the future.

The Rhône Valley –
A Reference for Rosé Wines
In France, the Rhône Valley, with about 400,000
hectoliters of rosé wines, is the third largest
producer (14%) behind Provence (global leader)
and the Loire.
Just like with red wines, Côtes-du-Rhône Rosés are
striving to find a true typicity, to stand out from the
“Provence” style.
Historically with low production quantities, rosé
production has increased over the past decades
in the Rhône, with local winemakers largely
developing the product with a great deal of

attention to consistency, avoiding “fashion trends”.
Rosé wine production is thus making good
qualitative progress (microbiology, temperature
control, oxygen management, etc;) and a real
oenological know-how has been structured
around specific vinification methods.
As a result, rosé wines are no longer considered
as the “poor-sibling” in the Rhône region.
Hall 1, Stands AB40, AB45, AB35

Angels Now Whispering in 105 Countries
Château d’Esclans Domaines Whispering Angel
(Sacha Lichine) has become an “evangelist” for
Côtes de Provence wines – now present in 105
countries.
Now in its tenth year, Sacha Lichine claims
proudly that the 2016 vintage of Whispering
Angel is everything he has strived for in terms
of complexity, elegance, balance &, above all,
thorough enjoyment.
Whispering Angel is among the most recognisable
rosés from Côtes de Provence and has performed
remarkably in terms of eluding cultural boundaries
and encouraging consumers to pay more attention
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to wines in its category. The wine’s quality
emanates from rigorous viticultural practices
coupled with master craftsmanship overseen by
Patrick Leon and his son, Bertrand, making this a
truly “grand” rosé.
The range encompasses three rosés, Rock Angel,
Les Clans and Garrus. Garrus just received a
perfect 20/ 20 rating from esteemed wine
journalist, Matthew Jukes.

Hall 1, Stand A51

Fresh from Lebanon’s
Beqaa Valley
Winemaking is seeing
an incredible resurgence
in Lebanon, and rosé is
becoming an important
product for export.
A wine with a lot of
personality, Massaya
Rosé from Lebanon is
a gorgeous strawberry
colour, with aromas
of red berry fruits and
subtle spice, best
enjoyed within 2 years
of release.
The grapes grown on
the hillsides of the Beqaa
Valley at an altitude
of 900-1200 metres
above sea level, on 19
acres of chalky clay soil.
Grapes are hand-picked

and conveyed in crates,
followed by direct pressing
with a pneumatic press, static
settling, and fermentation in
stainless-steel vats. Bottling is
at eight months.
Grape varieties: cinsault
40%, syrah 30%,
caber net sauvignon
30%.
Hall 1, Stand E284

Now You See It…
If the label of this new
rosé signed Lionel Osmin
& Cie is unreadable, it is
because the wine is not
at the right temperature.
It’s a clever innovation to
be sure to enjoy drinking
in optimal conditions!
Milady, PGi County
To l o s a n
Estate
San de Guilhem
is part of the
“Compagnie des
Domaines”range
that Lionel Osmin
& Cie launched
in 2015, an entity
that puts the energy,
creativity
and
competence of this
dynamic house
at the service of

south western wine estates. For the
moment, the company has three
domains: one in Gascony, one in
Jurançon, one in Madiran.
“This new branch of our business
is consistent with our ‘team
adventure’ idea”, explains Lionel
Osmin. “Instead of going it alone,
we prefer to work together, each
remaining in his or her core business
or skill. It really is a continuation of
our core activity. It enriches the first
facet of the house Lionel Osmin &
Cie, which remains that of ‘wine
maker in the south west’.”

Hall 1, Stand E324
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REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT: CENTRAL EUROPE

AUSTRIA’S
WINE EXPORTS
BOOMING:
REPEATED
RECORD SALES
REGARDLESS
OF SMALL
HARVESTS
Proceeds from Austria’s wine exports
climbed in the year 2016 to a new
record level of nearly €148m, despite
a series of small har vests since
2011. This came about thanks to a
considerable sales increase in upperechelon bottled wines: a volume of
1.8 million litres, which translates
into revenue growth of €5.2m for
this segment. The median price of
all exports climbed to an impressive
€3.05 per litre.
Despite lower turnover in bulk wine,
strong increases in sales of bottled
wines managed to provide the total
export picture with an increase of more
than 3%, or €4.5m.
Bottled Qualitätswein-grade whites
posted a gain of more than €6m.
Markets outside the EU are primarily
responsible for this welcome
development in exports, with
Switzerland (including Liechtenstein),
the USA, Norway, Canada, Hong
Kong and Australia leading the way.

mil.

AUSTRIA

The 2016 Roller Coaster
Austria’s 2016 vintage: bad weather, excellent wine
Imagine the vegetation cycle as a
roller coaster ride: this is precisely the
memory that Austrian winegrowers will
retain of 2016. But all said and done,
there is good to magnificent quality in
white, red & sweet wines – in some
cases with severely limited quantities.
Following a warm and dry winter,
vines in many winegrowing regions
went into budding rather early. A
massive cold snap in the last week of
April led to severe frost damage, and
because of the unusual large-scale
weather pattern, even higher-elevation
vineyards were affected. Particularly
hard-hit were the entire Steiermark,
Neusiedlersee and Eisenberg in
Burgenland as well as Carnuntum, the
Thermenregion and the westernmost
section of the Wachau near Spitz in
Niederösterreich.

After a relatively moist spring, summer
2016 also featured a great deal of
precipitation, but no protracted heat
waves. Many rainy days brought
considerable danger from malign
infestations, as well as peronospora
and oidium. In the last week of August
things changed for the better, and a
period of sunny and stable weather
set in, which essentially held up all
through the primary harvest.

BALANCED, VARIETALLY
TYPICAL WHITE WINES WITH
GOOD DEPTH OF FRUIT

Based on initial tastings of the new
wines, one can look forward to wellbalanced, fruit-forward, varietally
typical whites. Alcohol levels are
significantly lower than the previous
year with good extract content, while
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962

148 mil. €

150

acidity values generally lie higher
than 2015 without being too intense.
The lighter class of Grüner Veltliner
is turning out better than it has for
a long time. Beyond having good
body, the premium Veltliners combine
radiance with a sense of delicacy.
The other principal varieties Riesling,
Weissburgunder, Chardonnay and
Sauvignon Blanc should as a rule also
yield fruit-driven and purely flavoured
white wines – with respect to which,
one should be sure to make timely
reservations for bottlings from the
frost-damaged regions because of the
limited volume.

The data capture method used by Statistics Austria also includes re-exports of non-Austrian wine. 1995 no data available.

Source: Statistics Austria, preliminary export figures I-XII
2016 (as at March 2017)
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Winzer Krems eG is one of the most significant
producers and the most successful exporter of estate
bottled quality wine in Austria.
The estate is owned by 962 winegrowers who
grow their grapes on 990 hectares in Krems and
the surrounding wine growing regions (Kremstal,
Traisental, Wachau, Wagram, Kamptal).
More than 45% of the total turnover is made outside
of Austria. The major market is Germany, managed
through the group’s subsidiary in Passau, which was
established in 1972. Other export markets are: USA,
Canada, Japan, Netherlands, Switzerland, Belgium,

France, Great Britain, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, Estonia, Slovakia, Poland, Czech Republic,
Thailand, Singapore, South Korea, and China.
A particularity is the fact that all white grapes are
juiced without mashing and entrapping directly in
pneumatic presses under gentle pressure using the
method of whole-grape pressing. The results are pure,
fresh-fruity wines, which are matured particularly
wholesome.
Hall 1, Stand AB282

REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT: CENTRAL EUROPE

FRANCE

FRANCE’S RICH WINE HERITAGE

French Wine Still #1
in US Top-End Segment

France had 800,000 hectares of vines in production
in 2015, with almost 448,000 hectares of this given
over to producing certified protected designations
(appellations d’origine protégée – AOPs). Wine
growing makes up 15% of France’s agricultural
revenues while accounting for only 3% of the land
area used.

A recent study released by
Agrifrance (a specialist division of
BNP Paribas), shows that French
wines remain the undisputed
leaders in the US top-end segment
and rosé wine market.

KEY FACTS
FRENCH WINE

THE WORLD’S #2 WINE PRODUCER
On average, France produces 50 million hectoliters
of wine a year, equating to 16% of global wine
output. In 2015, it was the world’s second largest
producer after Italy. The wine industry accounts for
nearly 600,000 jobs in France, half of them indirect,
including over 142,000 wine growers and 3,000
sommeliers. (larvf.com)

Since 2013, the USA has been
the world’s top market for wine
consumption. Furthermore, USbased buyers have a very strong
presence at Vinexpo Bordeaux…
for obvious reasons.
“The US is both a producer
and consumer in the wine
market.
With
419,000
hectares, the United States
boasts the 5th largest wineproducing area in the world and

produces 22 million hectolitres,
which makes it the world’s
4 th largest market in terms of
production,” underlined Benoit
Léchenault, Head of Agrifrance,
adding: “Prospects are very
favourable in the United States
for French wines, which set a
benchmark in the market. Despite
stiff competition, French products
enjoy a number of advantages.”

TOP-END WINES
INCREASINGLY POPULAR
WITH U.S. CONSUMERS…
FRENCH WINE REMAINS
A BENCHMARK

While French vineyards are
losing ground to New World
producers and French wine-

growers continue to face many
challenges, France nevertheless
remains an undisputed leader in
the US top-end segment (premium
and ultra-premium) and in the rosé
market. The United States is the
top customer for France’s Provence
region, buying 36% of wine
exports from the region.
Italy is still the number one wine
supplier to the United States,
with 28% of volume and 31%
of value. However, France, with
only 11.6% of volume, enjoys
an excellent image and remains
a benchmark for top-end wines.
France ranks second on market
share by value, with 29%.

A GLOBAL LEADER FOR WINE EXPORTS
30% of French wines are sold in export markets. In
2015, France’s sound reputation in the industry saw
it export 14 million hectoliters of wine for nearly
€8.3bn and 1.7 million hectoliters of spirits worth
€4bn. Cognac accounts for only just over a quarter of
spirit sales volumes but two-thirds of export revenues.

PRODUCTS EXPORTED THE WORLD OVER
In 2015, the top two customers for French wine by
sales volume remained Germany (16% of exports)
and the United Kingdom (13%), followed by China
and Belgium. In 2015, the United States – the fifth
largest customer by sales volumes – became the
leading destination for French wine export revenues,
which totaled €1.3bn. (FranceAgriMer) .
Source: Global Trade Atlas &
FranceAgriMer
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Domaines Bouyer:
True to Terroir

Excellent 2015 and 2016
Vintages Underpin Strong
Position of Côtes du Rhône

Domaines Bouyer have a long family
heritage in wine that goes back over
seven generations.
With nearly 20 hectares of vines,
Domaines Bouyer are fortunate to be
able to craft their wines according to
the terroir, producing four Merlot-based
cuvées: a 100% Merlot, Caprice de
Milon (Saint Émilion AOC); two Grand
Cru Saint-Emilion, Château Milon and
Clos de la Cure (75% Merlot and
25% Cabernet Franc) and a Pomerol,
Clos 56 (95% Merlot and 5% Cabernet
Franc).
Hall 1, Stand E316

With the Côtes du Rhône listed
as France’s second largest AOC
wine area, 77 companies from the
Rhône are showcasing their wares
at Vinexpo this year.
The latest studies show the Côtes
du Rhône held a steady position
in the market last year, despite
a challenging environment. Two
exceptional vintages in 2015
and 2016 along with strong
relationships with both UK customers
and consumers have resulted in a
positive performance of the region,
both in volume and value.
The UK remains the region’s
first export market by volume
representing 18% of the total volume
of wines exported (-1% compared to
2016). The UK is the second export
market by value - after the USA representing €73.3 million in 2016.
With an average price of £8.81
per bottle, Rhône Valley wines offer
excellent value for money. Red wine
continues to prove the most popular
with red Rhône wines representing
46% of total market shares in the UK
off-trade.

Michel Chapoutier, President at
Inter-Rhône comments, “2016
has been a challenging year but
we have maintained our position
and we are very pleased with the
performance of our wines in this
market. The UK is our largest export
market by volume. Our long-term
focus on producing quality wines is
resonating well with UK consumers
as we continue benefit from a strong
notoriety and positive image in the
market.”
Ever y day, 61 wines will be
available for tasting on the stand,
with two sommeliers talking visitors
through their tasting experience.
On Tuesday 20th June, the ‘Soils and
climates, the diversity of the whites
from the Rhône Valley’ will be hosted
by Michel Bettane within the Vinexpo
Feat Bettane & Desseauve area
Hall 3, Stand ST338.
You can also find Rhône wines at
“The Blend” evening on Tuesday 20
June from 7:30 pm.
Hall 3, Stands AB40, AB45, AB35

VINEYARDS
ROY-TROCARD,
SINCE 1628
The history of the Roy-Trocard family started
in 1628. That was when the Trocard family
bought its first vines in the Libourne region.
Ever since 1628 there has been a grower
to tend the vines in each generation,

passing on their know-how to a total of
15 generations of men and women. Over
the years, a family estate of 68 hectares
of vines was gradually built up, covering
three properties and 4 Bordeaux AOCs:
Château Jeandeman in the Fronsac AOC,
Château Laborde in the Lalande de Pomerol
AOC, La Piecelle in the Bordeaux AOC.
Hall 1, Stand E316
Advertorial

Elegance and Authenticity:
A New Flagship for Champagne Drappier
A new “flagship” bottle, designed by
Michel Drappier will be on display at
the company’s stand at Vinexpo; now
available from the best wine merchants
and to be seen on fine tables.
Inspired by antique bottles and made
of dark, predominantly recycled glass,
which filters ultraviolet rays, the slimmer
neck reduces the risk of oxidisation.
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A new label, printed on chic matt
paper, remains loyal to the mascot
colour of the house, yellow, and is
similar to the texture and colour of
quince, subtle fruity notes of which
can be found in Carte d’Or.
Made entirely with juices from first
pressing, with Pinot Noir contributing
more than 75%, the Carte d’Or asserts

its identity in this new bottle while
remaining true to its values close to
nature. Unfiltered and with a reduced
dosage, this is a Champagne imbued
with elegance and authenticity.

Hall 1, Stand AB310

Prima Vinae Presents…
Chassagne-Montrachet Blanc
1er Cru Les Chenevottes 2012
Au Pied du Mont Chauve
The Au Pied du Mont
Chauve
domaine
represents 35 hectares
of admirable terroirs in
the Burgundy region,
working primarily
with Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay, reputed
for their style and
elegance.
This vineyard is
on soil that is
around fifty-five
centimetres deep,
after which comes
a hard and stony
horizon. The soil
is red, a sign of
iron oxide that

can be linked to vestiges formed by
the hardening of the soil particular
to regions that were tropical many
millions of years ago. Five plots,
shared between a variety of diverse
zones in the appellation make up this
cuvée.
According to Roger Voss – Wine
Enthusiast (May 2016), “Structured
and tight, this mineral-driven wine is
still in its initial stages of development.
It has crisp acidity, layers of spicy
wood and a rich palate. Apples and
white peach emerge from the firm,
young structure. Drink this wine from
2018. The vineyard is next door to
the Grand Cru Montrachet vines.”
Hall 1, Stand D235

Domaine du Tariquet’s
Cuvée Réserve: Even More
Finesse and Tension
The 2015 Cuvée Réserve
from Domaine du Tariquet
will definitely be “one to
try” at this year’s show
– notable for having
additional finesse
and tension.
The very fine grain
of Francis Miquel’s
barrels allows a
subtle ageing
during which
the delicate and
mellow notes of
oak highlight
the fruit. The
aromas are
straightforward and neat. The
palate is all at once lively, complex
and elegant. Four grape varieties
compose this second historical

wine: 40% of Gros Manseng,
30% of Chardonnay, 20% of
Sauvignon, completed by 10%
of Sémillon, a very unusual grape
variety in Gascony.
It reveals its charming and typical
features, suggesting unexpected
and audacious pairings.
Another key differentiator for the
Tariquet family is the now familiar
screw-top white classic magnum
– a specially designed bottle that
follows on the heels of the Rosés
which already come in all screwtop bottles, an innovation already
introduced ten years ago.

Hall 1, Stand A191
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Astelia DAUM
Revelation

Art and Wine as One

Jean-Claude Mas: an impassioned Languedoc producer with a unique vision
Passionate about the Languedoc, its wines and its winemaking history,
Jean-Claude Mas is dedicated to promoting and sharing Languedoc’s
exclusive appellations, its soils, landscape, know-how and inspiration.
“Tradition has to reinvent itself, or one
day, French wine will belong in a
museum.” Living by this philosophy, Jean
Claude Mas innovates year after year,
with 2017 being no exception to the
rule. A firm believer that wine is more
than just a product to be consumed, it is
an experience to be lived, Mas does not
shy away from blurring the lines between
the arts and wine. This year sees yet
another “Tableau de Vie” (A Life Story
in a Painting) limited edition wine for
Aldi stores in the UK, in the Terrasses du
Larzac appellation.
These authentic “rural luxury” wines are
represented by a painting highlighting
the region they are from, created by artist
Christophe Heymann CHAP.
The UK is the country he has chosen for
another great innovation that unites works
of art and wine. In 2016, Jean-Claude
Mas created 30 unique bottles that
were developed by the famous French
crystal works DAUM, and painted by
Heymann, his 2015 Astélia AAA (read
triple A) vintage. These incredible works
of art have been recreated in glass with
partner “OI”. The Astelia AAA glass
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bottles will be a 75cl copy of the crystal
bottle, with serigraphy representations
of these exceptional works of art etched
into the glass, and will contain the best
wine the Domaines Paul Mas has to
offer, an AOP Terrasses du Larzac and
AOP Grès de Montpellier. The glass
bottles are set to become the emblem
of the highest quality wines produced in
the Jean-Claude Mas range. A perfect
symbiosis between sculpture, painting
and wine, the first bottles will hit the
market in autumn 2017.
Domaines Paul Mas continues to
innovate in all aspects of winemaking.
Jean-Claude Mas has applied his
passion for wine to the exceptional
Languedoc terroir that produces moreish
sparkling wines. Besides the traditional
Crémants and Blanquettes de Limoux
that Domaines Paul Mas produces, Mas
permanently seeks to be on the cutting
edge of wine and leave his mark. His
sparkling offer now includes a Pinot Noir
Méthode Traditionnel (Cuvée Secrète),
Gewurtzraminer Blanc de Blancs Frisante
and Picpoul-Chardonnay Frisante (Côté
Mas), and the latest addition to the
range, a Pinot Gris Frisante (Ferrandière).

Jean-Claude Mas’ latest inspiration to
promote terroir, wine, culture and the
arts? Becoming, via Domaines Paul
Mas, one of the key partners of the
Deferlantes music festival for the event’s
10th anniversary in July 2017 (from 8th
to 11th July). Voted France’s greatest
festival in 2016, Les Deferlantes 2017
will be showcasing internationally
acclaimed musicians including Sting,
Iggy Pop and Manu Chao. Domaines
Paul Mas will have not only their own
reserved area, where their wines will
be served alongside some great localinspired amuses-bouches, but their Côté
Mas Airstream will be creating gourmet
festival meals. The festival will see the
launch of the Catalini cocktail, created
by Jean-Claude Mas himself, and the
sparkling brand Paul Mas Prima Perla as
the official sparkling wine of the festival.
The Deferlantes music festival represents
the deep commitment that Jean-Claude
Mas has to promoting the arts, his wines
and the region to which he is intrinsically
bound.

Hall 1, Stand AB15

Domaines
Paul
Mas has been leading
innovation and driving the rise in

quality of Languedoc-Roussillon wines
since 2000. 4th generation grape
grower and 1st generation vigneron,
owner Jean-Claude Mas’ rich résumé
led him away from the vineyards, from
top end schools, to the motorsports
business, before re-centering on his
origins and beginning to learn about
wine making. This diverse background
has enriched his winemaking and
business style, allowing him to create
a unique style for his wines: Old World
wines with New World Attitude.

Tradition has to
reinvent itself, or one
day, French wine will
belong in a museum

© Les Williams
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Travellers’ Tips from the Black Prince
Pyrenean of origin, and passionate about cooking
from an early age, Vivien Durand, a rather “laid-back”
chef, picked up his first star at the Maison “Eguiazabal,
le Bar à Vin” in Hendaye in 2013. The choice of
Michelin had surprised at the time: he was the first in
the Red Book to offer tapas on the menu!
Vivien moved to the kitchens of the “Prince Noir” (Black
Prince), long held by the famous chef Jean-Marie Amat,
in 2014. In this restaurant, housed in a castle next to
the Aquitaine bridge in Bordeaux, Durand picked-up a
new star nine months later. He is thus today renowned
for finding “the right products and men”.

Vivien Durand
Chef,
Le Prince Noir, Lormont

Vivien Durand’s touch is as creative as it is delectable.
This former pupil of Alain Ducasse offers a simple
and refined convivial cuisine. In this surprising place,
gravitating between classic decor and modernity,
with glazed bays overlooking the restaurant’s own
vegetable garden, one can perceive, as a backdrop,
the Garonne and the left bank of Bordeaux like no-one
else!
In the plate, the show is also spectacular, bursting with
colours and embellished with wonderful aromas. All
the dishes are prepared with fresh and local produce,
a real delight. The lunch menu is renewed each week
with each time, two entrees, two dishes and two
desserts that are offered to you at your choice.
But as Durand is a man of exquisite taste, we asked
him what other establishments in Bordeaux he might
recommend…
There’s not just one! I love Le Flacon wine bar, Le Bistrot
Glouton, le Saint-James and many more. Bordeaux has

LOSE
YOURSELF IN THE
SMALL STREETS
TO DISCOVER
THE BEAUTY OF
ARCHITECTURE AND
FANCY THINGS TO
DO
become so exciting for food and beverages since a
couple of years now, I really love this electric feeling.
Can you suggest a “must” for those on a first visit
to the city?
The town is a must. You just have to walk in Bordeaux
and feel all its history. So lose yourself in the small
streets to discover the beauty of architecture and fancy
things to do.
Can you recommend an unusual place for the visitor
to discover?
I really want “Bordelais” and visitors to be able to
discover the right bank of the Garonne! You have many
things to do and to discover too: Le pont d’Aquitaine
for example. And this year marks the 50th anniversary
of the Rocher Palmer and its impressive architecture.
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